MAKING THE DIFFERENCE IN MEDICATION, USING THE EXPERTISE OF HOSPITAL PHARMACISTS TO MANAGE POLYPHARMACY, EVALUATE DRUG APPROPRIATENESS AND INCREASE DRUG ADHERENCE IN OLDER PATIENTS

Ageing is one of the greatest social and economic challenges of the 21st century for European societies. According to the latest population projections, by 2070, those aged 65 years and over will rise from 19% to 29%, while the share of those aged 80 and over will increase from 5% to 13% of the total population, which will be almost as large as the youngest population (aged 0–14) in that year.

Because older people have different healthcare requirements, often developing disabilities or multimorbidity complications, health systems will need to adapt so they can provide adequate care for longer periods while remaining financially sustainable. The estimated change in the EU’s total public expenditure on the older population (the total public expenditure includes pensions, healthcare, long-term care, education and unemployment benefits) will increase from 25% of GDP in 2016 by 1.7 percentage points, reaching 26.7% in 2070. This will be caused mostly by spending on healthcare (+0.9 percentage points) and long-term care (+1.2 percentage points); the percentages refer to the baseline scenario.

In view of such challenges, it is of the utmost importance that hospital pharmacists’ expertise in medicine use optimisation is fully utilised along the care pathway in order to mitigate problems prevalent in the older population, such as polypharmacy and drug adherence. Therefore, the following position paper of the European Association of Hospital Pharmacists (EAHP) outlines key points for policymakers to be mindful of in shaping responses.

THE VALUE OF MEDICINES RECONCILIATION AND OPTIMISATION FOR OLDER PATIENTS

Extensive evidence shows that polypharmacy and inappropriate prescribing is highly prevalent in older people and can be associated with increased morbidity, mortality and demands on healthcare resources.

Inappropriate prescribing encompasses the use of medicines that introduce a significant risk of an adverse drug-related reaction (ADR) where there is evidence on the availability of an equally or more effective but lower-risk alternative therapy for treating the same condition. It also includes the use of medicines at a higher frequency and for longer than clinically indicated, the use of multiple medicines that have recognised drug–drug interactions and drug–disease interactions, and, importantly, the under-use of beneficial medicines that are clinically indicated but not prescribed for ageist or irrational reasons. More recent evidence suggests that special care should be taken in the context of increasing international mobilisation against antimicrobial resistance since, compared with immediate prescriptions, delayed prescription strategies for patients over 65 with urinary tract infection are associated with higher hospitalisation and mortality rates. Therefore, the impact of inappropriate prescribing for older patients should not be underestimated. It is associated with reduced adherence, adverse interactions, heightened risk of medication error and ADRs. The latter can include falls, hip fractures, confusion and delirium. In addition to the distress to the patient, family, carers and health professionals, such negative outcomes also create preventable hospitalisations.

Drug therapy optimisation is a key component of healthcare provision to older patients. It is in this respect that pharmacists, as the health system’s experts in medication management, dosing, ADRs and cost-effectiveness, have a critical role to play, via interventions, such as medication reconciliation and optimisation in the multidisciplinary care team.

EAHP calls on national governments and health system managers to acknowledge the drug expertise of hospital pharmacists by investing in medication reconciliation and optimisation roles in all healthcare facilities, including nursing homes, as a key part of the European level response to the increasing prevalence of polypharmacy.

STRENGTHEN SEAMLESS CARE AND MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACHES

Older people are statistically more susceptible to hospitalisation, being more vulnerable to disease, disability, multimorbidity, falls and ADRs. This in turn results in a higher frequency of experiencing transitions of care between primary and secondary sectors. The benefits for patient care from sector inter-communication and multidisciplinary collaboration appears to be well-known, but the achievement of such aspirations in practice across Europe remains less than that to which both patients and health professionals would commonly aspire.

For the sake of ensuring the best care for Europe’s ageing population, health systems should constantly monitor the opportunities and best practice case studies to deliver measurable improvement via enhanced seamless care, coordination, multidisciplinary and inclusive care management approaches. A case in point would be the Chronic
Care Model (CCM). The CCM includes elements such as evidence-based decision support that is also sensitive towards patient preferences, patient self-management support, delivery system design—including team or coordinated care—for clinical care and self-management support, clinical information systems in organising patient and population data, and the use of more holistic health system resources (organisations, mechanisms, culture) to ensure safe and high-quality care. (Source: Coleman et al14 which can be found in primary care practices throughout the USA15 or the so-called “reference sites”. There is a total number of 74 reference sites that are regional and local ecosystems that excelled in developing and adopting innovative practices for active and healthy ageing, measured in improved outcomes and transferability, and serve as best practice examples. Source: Dates16 in Europe.17) This approach was constructed to systematically improve the quality of patient-centred chronic disease care by becoming patient-centred and team-based medical hubs that deliver better defined personal therapeutic pathways, efficiency and job satisfaction. These have also included clinical pharmacy services that improved medication management and adherence by having pharmacists conduct reviews in polypharmacy cases and thus reduce medication errors and ADRs.18

**EAHP calls** for strengthened inter-sector communication, coordination and multidisciplinary collaboration in all healthcare facilities as critical approaches to meeting the health system challenges of an ageing society.

**IMPROVING THE CLINICAL TRIAL LANDSCAPE IN RESPECT OF OLDER PATIENTS**

While older patients are proportionately major users of medicine, this group is underrepresented or even excluded from many clinical trials that generate the evidence-base for healthcare interventions. Yet it is recognised at the international level that, due to potential differences in pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, disease–drug interactions, drug–drug interactions, and clinical response that can occur in the geriatric population, conclusions reached in studies of adults cannot be extrapolated to the treatment of older patient populations.19 EU Clinical Trial Register data from 2019 indicate that, out of a total of 19 447 ongoing clinical trials, 14 026 have been designed for adults and older persons (72%). However, a caveat is that the database does not adequately display trials involving only the older individuals. This patient group is usually included in the broader term “adults”.20 Therefore, the results of the Clinical Trial Register offer a distorted image of the clinical trials landscape for this patient group.

Owing to the lack of clinical trial data for the older population, treatment decisions are in daily practice routinely based on medical data derived from studies of younger adults. In these situations, practitioners are left to treat patients over the age of 65 without adequate knowledge of older adults’ response to medication, dosing ranges in acute and long-term use, side effect profiles, potential for accumulation in the body, and drug–drug interactions.21

EAHP considers that older patients, including those with multimorbidity or needing personalised treatment due to renal failure or other complications, are often being excluded from clinical trials unnecessarily. (Source: Bugeja et al, BMJ, 1997, on research papers published in BMJ, Gut, Lancet, and Thorax between 1 June 1996 and 1 June 1997). While obvious challenges exist in respect to their participation (including higher risk of adverse events and complications from multimorbidity), these should not be considered insurmountable, especially in view of the need to optimise therapeutic interventions for this patient group.

**EAHP strongly supports** regulatory innovation to increase the participation of older patients with possible multimorbidities in clinical trials.

**CONSIDERATIONS AND REFLECTIONS ON THE AGEING HEALTH WORKFORCE AND ITS TRAINING NEEDS**

The health workforce is ageing.22 A demographic shift of a large section of the workforce into retirement age threatens to impact human resources in all European health professions. Response in the form of adequate workforce planning is consequently needed. Increased mobility of the workforce across European borders could also help alleviate the problem. Since the hospital pharmacy profession does not yet benefit from automatic professional qualification recognition, EAHP has engaged in a long-term strategic endeavour to achieve mobility of hospital pharmacists across the EU via a Common Training Framework.23

As underlined by the WHO in its assessment of education and training needs,24 much work is yet to be done in making health systems truly age-friendly. As part of a European approach to meeting these particular challenges, training and best practice responses should be expanded in scope. Particular emphasis should be placed by education providers on the specific needs of the older persons. Attention must also be paid to keeping careers in the health workforce attractive not only with respect to professional development, remuneration and job satisfaction, but also in terms of work–life balance.

**EAHP urges** both governments and the EU to address the growing challenge of an ageing health workforce by investing in education, mobility and best practice sharing.
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